[Version 2.0]

OUR NOT-SO-BLUE PLANET
The Earth is doomed; rumors and speculation run rampant. News headlines from
across the globe stir the populace to desperation:
• MELTING POLAR ICE CAPS • RISING SEA LEVELS • POLLUTION! • OVERPOPULATION! •
• NUCLEAR WINTER? • RAVENOUS BLACK STAR GOATS?! •
• METEORS WILL STRIKE YOUR CHILDREN (edited for Fox News) •
						

• DISASTER LOOMS! •

The race to escape Earth has begun. With the world’s nations in decline, the shareholders
turn to you and your massive corporation to take advantage of this opportunity and ensure
their safe retirement. You are humanity’s last hope. Take the reins as CEO and venture out into
space. Colonize profitable worlds, ensure brand loyalty among your customers, and save the
human race!

Game Overview
The goal of Disaster Looms! is to accumulate the most points by the end of the game, which happens when Earth
is completely evacuated or meets its inevitable doom, whichever comes first. Build ships, collect resources, research
technologies, survive the dangers of space exploration, and find planets that can support human life. Stay a step
ahead of your competition, who use slick marketing campaigns and cheap swag to buy the loyalty of the people
you saved from certain death. It’s tough, being a CEO.
Players are rewarded points for building colonies and transporting customers to their new homes. Points are
also earned for filling the corporate coffers and building the company’s value by retaining rights to the best
technologies. Game play will keep you on your toes through exciting events and the variety of hazards that space
has to offer. Your underlings will be busy with paperwork for decades to come!
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GAME CONTENTS
Game Contents
57

Exploration Tiles

55

Technology Cards

90

Customer Tokens

100

Resource Tokens
60 1R
20 5R
20 10R

48

Corporate Tokens (12 of each color)

16

Space Ships (4 of each color)

6

Warp Gate Tokens

6

Warp Gate Stands

4

Orbital Platform Tokens

1

Earth Tile

1

First Player Token

1

Space Elevator Token

4

Player Dashboards

4

Asset Dials

4

Plastic Connectors

Greetings! I am your 2040- class Butler Bot,
nicknamed Edwin. I will assist you in your routine
business operations and resource management.
Should you need anything while exploring the
Galaxy — new ships, information on your assets,
fresh towels — look to me for the answer.

The following are instructions for the best use of
provided connectors with dashboard and asset dials.

1. Insert female connector into back of
dashboard. The male connector will not
be used.

2. P
 ush asset dial onto female connector.
Be sure to apply pressure near center
of dial, and not on edges to prevent
damaged dial piece.
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3. W
 hen spinning the dial, apply
downward pressure as you turn.

SETTING UP THE GAME
•C
 lear an area roughly 3’ by 3’ (1m by 1m) for the
Galaxy Map and place the Earth tile in the center of
the area.

• F or a 3 player game: Remove 3 random cards from
each of the 3 technology decks before stacking
them. Also, set aside the Cataclysm tile from the
Exploration tile C deck and remove 3 tiles from each
of the Exploration decks as well. Then shuffle the
cataclysm back into the C deck before stacking the
Exploration decks.

•D
 esignate an area for the Public Domain and place
the 6 Starter Technologies here (they have the word
“Start” in the bottom right corner of the card).
•P
lace the Resource tokens and Customer tokens
within reach of all players.

•D
 esignate a different corporate color for each player
and sort ships, dashboards, and corporate tokens
accordingly. Set all Asset dials to 3.

• S ort the Technology cards into A, B, and C decks
and shuffle each separately. Stack the decks
alphabetically with the A deck on top. Repeat these
steps with the Exploration tiles.

•E
 ach player places their Ship 1 on the Earth tile,
receives 1 Customer token in Ship 1’s cargo hold,
and receives 2 Resources in their corporate treasury.

Public Tech
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• S et aside the following items near the Galaxy Map.
These will be needed during the game as Events occur
and new Technologies are discovered throughout
the game:

•T
o determine 1st Player at the beginning of the
game, take one corporate token from each player
and select one at random. Give this player the 1st
Player token. Return the corporate tokens to their
players’ supplies.

- The Orbital Platforms Technology card
•P
lace the Resource tokens and Customer tokens
within reach of all players

- 1 Orbital Platform token per player
- The Treasure World tile
-W
 arp Gates equal to the number of players plus 2
(insert the Warp Gate tokens into their stands)

- 4 Players 90 Customers

- The Space Elevator token

- 2 Players 80 Customers

- 3 Players 80 Customers

Earth

Galaxy Map
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Dashboard
Colony Asset
Tracker

Ship &
Technology
Pricing

Trade Route
Reminder

End of Game
Scoring

Colony Revenue
Technologies

Turn Phases,
and business
to complete

Resource
Token Storage

Cargo Capacity
Technologies

Corporation
Token Storage

Cargo Storage — so players can
keep track of what is on each ship.

Technology Card
Technology Resource Cost to use

Technology Title

Technology Value. Sale value
in resources, point value at end
game, 1/2 of this value rounding
up for licensing.

Technology Type
Technology Description
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PLAYING THE GAME
Each round of the game has five phases. Players
complete each phase in turns (completing only
that phase) beginning with the 1st Player and
proceeding clockwise. Once all players have
completed a phase, the next phase begins. This
continues until the round is over. Phases MUST be
completed in order and a player may pass a phase
without penalty.

Round Overview
1) Research: Research 1 Technology per round
and/or license Technologies from other players.
2) Fleet: Perform 1 Action with each ship in play.
3) Management: Sell Technologies to the Public
Domain and/or build more ships.
4) Revenue: Collect income from Earth, your
Colonies, profitable Technologies, Trade Routes
and other various phenomena.
5) Turn Auction: Players bid on the 1st Player
token for the next round in counter-clockwise
order, beginning with the current 1st Player.

Having more than one copy of the same
Technology doesn’t mean the benefits stack,
but the value does! Sell all the copies to the
Public Domain for their collective value, or make
your opponents pay you for the license. Having
more copies means they have fewer chances to
research the same Technology.
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Research Phase

and draw another card. Players do not receive the
sale value of a Technology if it is discarded in this
way. Continue in this manner until a Technology is
drawn that is not already in the Public Domain or
the deck is exhausted. If the Player does not draw
a suitable Technology before the end of the deck,
that Player receives a refund equal to the amount
of resources they paid to research.

Wow! Science! Collect Technologies to improve
your exploration and colonization. As a CEO,
you understand that it is important to reinvest
some of your hard-earned profits back into your
company. In the Research phase, you will have
the opportunity to do just that.

Players may only possess (up to) 3 Technologies at
any given time. If a Player owns 4 Technologies
at any point in the game, this player must
immediately sell one to the Public Domain before
continuing play. When a Technology is sold,
all duplicate copies in play must also be sold
immediately. The duplicates are discarded, but
the owners receive the full value of each of their
cards. Technologies in the Public Domain, licensed
from other players, or discarded Technologies do
not apply to this limit.

At the start of the game, there are several starter
Technologies already available in the Public
Domain. Any Technology in the Public Domain
is available for all players to utilize. During the
research phase, players will be able to utilize
technologies outside the public domain using
two options:
a) Research one new Technology.
b) License Technologies from other players.
Neither of these options are required, and
players can choose to do them in any order —
Licensing can even be done multiple times in a
single phase. There are 4 types of Technologies,
all of which are beneficial: Upgrades (yellow),
Profits (green), Actions (blue) and Special
(orange). (Yellow) Upgrades give bonuses to
ships and colonies. (Green) Profits increase
Player income. Blue Actions are used in the
Fleet phase to explore farther, faster, and more
aggressively. Orange Special Technologies offer
unique options unlike any other Technologies.

License Technologies from other players
Players may also license Technologies from their
opponents, for a price of course. To license a
Technology pay a fee of half of the Technology’s
value, rounded up, to its owner. Then place one
of your Corporate tokens on the Technology card.
The license lasts until the end of the next round’s
Research phase. Licenses can be renewed for the
same cost in the next round’s Research Phase
before their effects wear off, but if the license
expires, the Corporate token is given back and
any potential consequences are enforced.

Research one new Technology

Players cannot refuse or prevent another Player
from licensing Technologies from them, but
licensing never prevents the owner of a Technology
from receiving its benefit. Multiple Players may
license the same Technology during a round.

If/when you funnel resources into your R&D
division, you never know what wonders they
may come up with! Depending on how many
new technologies you want your company
to have, you will have to spend an increasing
amount of resources. The cost of researching
is dependent upon the number of Technology
cards you already possess:
If you own...
You must pay...

0 TECHS

1 TECH

2 TECHS

3 TECHS

3R

6R

9R

12R

Hey Boss, weren’t there some
customers in that extra cargo
hold you just jettisoned?

After spending the appropriate amount of
Resources, draw the top card of the Technology
deck and place it face up in your play area. If a
copy of the Technology drawn already resides in
the Public Domain, discard the drawn Technology
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Fleet Phase

Exploration

Space Ships: Now fortified with calcium! The
latest research has allowed corporations to
develop advanced space flight vessels capable of
transporting an entire emergency colonization
team. CEOs may enjoy such onboard ship
functions as room service, brand marketing, tax
evasion, and a working spa.

Some Technologies allow players to explore new
regions of space. Specific rules for these Technologies
are described in detail on the Technology cards as
well as in the Appendix. Exploration Actions cannot
be taken by a ship that occupies a Region which is
already completely surrounded by other Regions;
the ship would need to first move to a tile with an
unexplored edge. Generally when exploring, draw
from the top of the Exploration deck and reveal
the tile. There are 2 types of tiles in the Exploration
Deck: Regions and Events.

In the Fleet phase, players will choose and
perform one, and only one, Action with EACH
ship they have in play by paying the cost in
Resources, indicated after the word Action on
the Technology card. All Players begin the game
with access to the basic Blue Action Technologies
(Explore, Buyout, Business as Usual, Twin Ion
Engines) in the Public Domain. Because each
ship is only allowed one action per round, a
single ship cannot perform multiple abilities
(move, explore, buyout) unless the ship’s owner
possesses or licenses a Technology that permits
this. More Action options will be introduced
through researching technologies.

If a Region is drawn, place it adjacent to the Region
tile that the acting ship occupies. The player then
continues with the rest of his action resolving any
remaining movement with the exploring ship.
Some Regions contain planets that are potential
candidates for colonization. Players may establish
colonies on any planet that provides or requires
Assets (see Forming Colonies on the next page for
more details). Planets marked ‘Uninhabitable’ and
other Regions without Assets cannot be colonized.
Some planets hold beneficial characteristics that
produce more revenue when combined with the
appropriate Technologies.

Navigating the Galaxy Map
The game takes place on the Galaxy Map. The
Galaxy Map is made up of the Earth tile and
Exploration tiles, called Regions. Regions are
sections of space that ships can discover and pass
through as they search for habitable planets
to colonize. Ships may only occupy explored
Regions during movement, and only one region
at a time: they may not venture into unexplored
space or exist between regions. When moving
from Region to Region, ships usually must
move only between adjoining Regions (unless
a Technology dictates otherwise). Regions are
considered adjoining if one of their sides touch
each other. When placing Regions on the Galaxy
Map they must align hexagonally.

Any time multiple tiles must be drawn, draw and
reveal all tiles before resolving or placing any of
them. Once all tiles are revealed, resolve all Event
tiles (clearly labeled EVENT) before placing any
Regions. The active player may choose the order
in which Events resolve, but if an Event ends
Exploration and there are unplaced Region tiles,
then these Regions are discarded. All drawn events
must be resolved if possible. The Cataclysm card is
always resolved as it is an Event.
When resolving an Event tile, follow all instructions
on the event tile; do not place it as part of the
galaxy map. If the tile states: ‘Do not continue
exploration’, or ‘This ends exploration’, do not
continue to explore. It is also possible for the
exploring ship to be destroyed, this also ends
exploration (No one ever said space travel was
safe!). If there is no instruction to end exploration,
then draw another tile, and continue to do so until
either finding the number of Region tiles needed
to explore, or an event indicates to stop exploring.
It is common for several events to occur in a chain.

Tile Title
Technology boon this
Colony provides.
Planet Art
Asset Value of Colony.
Range is -3 to 10. This is
how many resources the
Colony produces per turn.
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Transporting Customers

Buying Out Colonies

A ship may pick up or drop off a number of
Customer tokens less than or equal to its capacity.
This may be performed prior to any Action and
after any Action. It may also be performed while
an Action is in progress, but this will end the
action unless an appropriate Technology deems
otherwise. There is no cost to pick up or drop off
customer tokens. Ships may collect fresh Customer
tokens from the Earth stockpile or transport
existing Customers to or from colonies that they
control. Customers may be lost along the way for
a variety of reasons, including events and expired
Technology licenses. These Customers do not
find their way back to Earth; they are discarded,
usually via the airlock.

Any savvy CEO knows that what is not watched
and protected is there for the taking. Carefully
watching your competitors’ actions may lead to
an opportunity to change what is theirs to your
own. If a rival Corporation neglects to provide
outstanding service to their customers, it is your
job to set things right, and to make sure those
customers understand that the best products and
services are offered by your Corporation.
In order to take over another player’s Colony using
the Buyout technology, a ship must be present in
the target colony’s Region at the beginning of your
turn, and the current owner of the colony cannot
have a ship in that Region. If the current owner has
a ship in the Region, they counteract your efforts to
convince their Customers that your brand is better
using their own marketing campaign slandering
your brand. You may not Buyout a Colony if the
colony is at its current controller’s population
limit or if placing a Customer there will exceed
your own population limit. When performing
the Buyout action, you must be able to pay the
current controller 1 Resource for each Customer
currently in the Colony. You must then place at
least one additional Customer onto the planet
from your ship. The Hostile Takeover Technology
allows players to both move and perform a Buyout
action. Make sure your Colonies are safe (i.e. at
their population limits) before it gets researched
in the B Phase of the Technology deck.

Forming Colonies
To form a colony, place one or more Customer tokens
from the exploring ship and one Corporate token
on the planet. The planet must be uninhabited
and habitable. This is a free action that does not
count against your ship’s one Fleet phase action, it
is treated as transporting customers, and thus the
rules in that section apply. The Player now owns
that colony and collects income from it during the
Revenue phase. Adjust your Asset dial accordingly.
It is permissible to form a colony when another
player’s ship is on the same region, but not if the
planet is already occupied by another player’s
Corporate token.

The Expanding Public Domain

Players can transport customer tokens from
colonies they control to a ship present at the
Colony (provided they have the space in their
ship). A Colony still exists, even without any
Customer tokens. Income will still be collected,
but the colony is left vulnerable to being taken
over by another Player (see Buying Out Colonies).
Colonies begin with a population limit of 5
Customer tokens. Certain Technologies can
affect the limit. The controlling player may never
abandon a Colony; thus they may not remove
their own corporation token.

As discussed in the Research phase section, the
Public Domain will grow over time with more and
more available technologies. This means you will
continue to have more and more choices for your
ships in the Fleet phase. Keep in mind, each
ship can only use one Blue Action Technology
per turn. They cannot be combined. All of the
Technology cards have the rules explained
directly on the card. Now would be a good
time to review the rules on the Blue Action
Technologies in the Public Domain from the
setup: Twin Ion Engines, Exploration, Buyout,
and Business As Usual. Remember, if ever a
question arises on a card’s rules, you can always
find more details on them in the Appendix.

Earth is not a Colony. It can never be controlled
by any single Player and it begins the game at its
population limit.
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Management Phase

Revenue Phase

Our top of the line fleet boasts a negligible 13.6%
mortality rate! Empires don’t build themselves,
and neither do cutting edge space fleets. Manage
your newly expanded, interplanetary, multibillion employee corporation by building new
ships and selling Technologies to the ineffective
government structures on Earth. Don’t worry
about giving your competition an edge. Public
Domain Technology pales in comparison to the
new innovations being cooked up in your labs!

Spend your hard-earned credits on a trusted brand.
As CEO, one of your primary roles is to manage
the revenue stream gained from the colonization
efforts. You begin with the necessary resources to get
off the ground, so to speak, but investors expect to
see returns within the first quarter. Remember that
while we transport millions of lives and safeguard
humanity’s future, we are responsible first and
foremost to our most esteemed shareholders.
Players receive resources from Earth, colonies,
green Profit Technologies, Trade Routes and various
phenomena. Corporate Headquarters provides 3
Resources from Earth every turn, unless an event
intervenes. Colony income is determined by the
colonized world’s Assets. You receive Resources
equal to the colony’s Asset value. Colonies with
negative Asset value take away from your overall
Resource revenue. Certain Technologies also
produce profits, which are added to a Player’s
Resource revenue each round that they are
applicable.

During the Management phase, players have two
options:
a) Build Ships
b) Sell Technologies
Neither of these options are required, and players
can choose to do both, in any order - even multiple
times. Additional options may become available
as Orange Action Technologies are discovered.
Rules for these actions will be described on the
Technology card as well as in the Appendix. But
for now, let’s examine the two default options:

Trade Routes

Build Ships

Trade Routes and their associated Technologies are
only beneficial as long as they are valid. A Trade
Route consists of a loop that begins and ends at
Earth. The Route must pass through at least three
non-Earth regions, two of which must be Earthadjacent, one must include a Colony you control,
and the route cannot pass through any single
region more than once. The Route must be free of
other players’ ships in order to be valid. However,
oppoenents’ ships on Earth do not invalidate Trade
Routes. Players can only claim profits from 1 Trade
Route, plus profits from applicable Technologies,
regardless of how many valid Trade Routes can be
declared.

Each Player begins the game with 1 ship. The
price for a new ship depends on the size of your
current fleet:
If you own...

0 SHIPS

1 SHIP

2 SHIPS

3 SHIPS

3R

6R

9R

12R

You must pay...

New ships always begin on Earth. They may
immediately collect Customers and act as normal
on the next Fleet phase. Players can build multiple
ships in a single turn.

Sell Technologies
Players may sell Technologies to the Public Domain
and receive Resources equal to the value listed in
the lower right corner of the card. This means that
all players will now be able to use this Technology
for no additional license fee, but still must pay
normal costs associated with using that technology.
When a Technology is sold, all duplicate copies in
play must also be sold immediately. The duplicates
are discarded and the owners receive the full value
of each of their cards.
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Note: On your player dashboard there is a 1/3/5 displayed
under Trade Routes. This works as follows: You get 1R for
having a valid Trade Route. You get 3R if you have a valid
Trade Route while utilizing either the Technology card
“Tourism” OR if your Trade Route passes through the
Trade Nebula. You get 5R if you have a valid Trade Route
that while utilizing Tourism AND the Trade Nebula.

Turn Auction Phase

END GAME
There are two possible outcomes on Earth: Cataclysm
or Total Evacuation. In either case, the game will
end after the current round’s Revenue phase.

Our company has been ranked #1 for 6 rounds in a
row! Public opinion is very important. Customers are
more likely to use a colonial transport service they
trust. It is therefore critical to garner public support
through lavish displays of wealth and prestige.
Assist fundraising efforts by attending corporate
parties and the occasional bigwig shindig.

If the Cataclysm tile is drawn, the Earth will no
longer support human life. Place the Cataclysm tile
on top of the Earth tile. When Cataclysm occurs,
Earth can no longer produce resources and all Trade
Routes are invalid, thus these no Resources will be
rewarded by Earth, or Trade Routes in the final
Revenue Phase. Any remaining Customer tokens
may still be taken from the Earth stockpile for the
remainder of the Round. They represent the last
survivors to flee the Cataclysm and will be eternally
grateful to your corporation.

During the Auction Phase Players take turns
bidding on the 1st Player token for the next
round. Beginning with the current 1st Player and
proceeding counter-clockwise, each Player may
bid or pass. A player must offer 1R or more initially,
and bids must increase by 1R or more. A Player
forfeits from the auction by passing and cannot
place any more bids. When all other Players have
passed, the Player with the highest bid wins. That
Player pays the winning amount in Resources to
the bank and collects the 1st Player token. Only
the winning bidder must pay the bank. If no one
bids, then the 1st Player token rotates clockwise
to the next Player at no charge.

Total Evacuation occurs when the last Customer
token is removed from Earth. Players complete the
current round through the Revenue phase, and then
the game ends. Trade Routes and Earth revenue are
unaffected by Evacuation.

Hollywood Ending
Occasionally Players may have both a Total
Evacuation, and the Cataclysm occur in the final
round. This is called “Hollywood Ending”. Players
timed saving humanity - dramatically right — thus
an additional final point bonus will be rewarded at
the end of the round: 1 point per ship each player
controls. This is the only way to receive points for
ship ownership.

Did that other company leave
their colony undefended? Gee
Boss, if you were 1st Player you
could Buyout that pretty planet
before they have a chance to come back.

SCORING

The Player with the most points is the most powerful
CEO in the Galaxy. Congratulations!

Points are awarded as follows:
• 3 points for each colony you control.

In the event of a tie, victory goes to the corporation
with the most Resources at the end of the game.
If remaining resources are equal as well, the
winner is determined by the value of remaining
Technologies, then founded Colonies, then rescued
Customers. In the event of a complete tie, all
players should feel ashamed that no one stood out
as exceptional, and a rematch is suggested.

•1
 point for each customer in a colony
you control.
•1
 point for every 5 Resources in your treasury,
rounded down (ex: a player with 23R receives
4 points).
•U
 nsold Technologies are worth their value
in points. (ex: 5 points for a Tech worth 5R.)
•S
 hips*, Warp Gates, and any Customers not
inhabiting colonies are worth 0 points.
* S hips will be worth 1 point each in the event of
a Hollywood Ending.
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ROUND PLAY-THROUGH

Research Phase:

Let’s walk through a sample round to see how
the phases work. Round 1 isn’t as interesting as
the other rounds because usually, Players cannot
take an action in the Research Phase or the
Management Phase. For this reason, we’re going
to take a look at Round 2.

Blue: Pays 3R and researches Scanner Sweep — This
Technology can be used later in the Fleet Phase.
Yellow: Pays 3R and researches Xeno-Domestication —
How fortunate! This gives Yellow 1R in every Revenue
Phase because he owns the Hazardous World that
contains the
symbol.

For reference, here is where the game stands at
the end of Round 1. No players researched new
Technology, all players used the Explore action in
the Fleet Phase with this result:

Red: Pays 3R and researches Mass Containment. —
Now Red can hold an additional Customer in his Ship!
Black: Pays 1R and researches at a discount because
she is in the Nebula. She draws 2 cards and gets Mass
Containment and Brand Loyalty. She selects Mass
Containment for herself and returns Brand Loyalty
to the top of the Technology Deck. Note: Red already
owns Mass Containment, but since it is not in the Public
Domain, it is still valid and Black keeps the Technology
card. She also licenses Scanner Sweep from Blue by
giving her 2R and placing a Black Corporate Token on
the Scanner Sweep card in front of Blue.
Now Black and Red have exclusive access to Mass
Containment for the round.
At the end of the Research Phase, players have the
following:

No players took any action in the Management
Phase. After the Revenue Phase, the Players’ total
R is:
PLAYER

TOTAL R

BLACK

4

BLUE

4

YELLOW

5

RED

4

Blue won the Turn Auction Phase.
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PLAYER

TOTAL R

TECHNOLOGIES

BLACK

1

Mass Containment

BLUE

3

Scanner Sweep

YELLOW

2

Xeno-Domestication

RED

1

Mass Containment

ROUND PLAY-THROUGH (cont.)
Fleet Phase:
Blue pays 1R to do a Scanner Sweep. She decides
to draw her Exploration tile first before doing any
movement. Unfortunately, the tile she draws is an
uninhabitable Gas Giant. Bad luck! She still has
two movements remaining, but decides to only use
one and stay on the Nebula. This way she can get
a discount during the next round’s Research Phase.

Red pays 1R to use Twin Ion Engines to move to the
Hazardous World. He seems to have a plan to Buyout.
Unfortunately he can only choose one action for his
Ship and already selected Twin Ion Engines so he
cannot choose Buyout until his next turn.

Yellow starts by picking up his customer on the
Hazardous World. This might make it easier to
Buyout if another player moves there, but he
wants to take the risk to form another Colony
if he can find one. Then he pays 1R to use the
Exploration action. (He can’t use the Scanner
Sweep Technology which is better, because he
didn’t license it from Blue.) He draws the next tile
from the Exploration Deck and gets Metal World.
Fortune continues to smile on Yellow! He moves
his ship onto the Metal World tile and drops off
his Customer to form a second Colony. He adjusts
his Asset Dial up to 6.
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Black decides to use the Scanner Sweep Technology
she licensed from Blue. She decides to use one of
her two movement to move to Earth first. She
then draws her tile from the Exploration deck.
She gets an Event: Scientific Breakthrough! This
event says that all players get a free Technology
card starting with the current player. She draws
Brand Loyalty. Blue draws another Scanner Sweep.
Yellow draws Transmutation, and Red draws
Graviton Propulsion. After everyone has their new
Technology cards, Black continues to explore. Now
she draws Plutonic World. After placing it, she
decides to move in with her second movement and
make a Colony there.

Management Phase:
Blue decides to not sell her Scanner Sweeps. If she
did, she would get a total of 8R for both of them
together, but she thinks that she can get some
resources from licensing for another round or
two and wants to retain her “monopoly” on this
Technology.
Yellow decides to sell his Xeno-Domestication
Technology because he is currently the only player
who controls a Colony with the
icon on it, so
he will still be the only one to get any benefit
from it. He may as well collect the additional 3R.
Additionally, by selling it, he reduces his next
Research cost from 9R to 6R since he will only
have one Technology going into the next Research
Phase. He decides not to sell Transmutation,
because Black has a Colony on the Plutonic world
with the
icon on it. This would give Black an
additional 2R each round if it was in the Public
Domain. This brings his total to 4R which is not
quite enough to buy a new Ship.
Red doesn’t have any colonies producing
Assets and needs some money. He sells his Mass
Containment to the Public Domain for 3R. Since
Red sold this, Black is immediately required to
sell her Mass Containment to Earth as well — also
for 3R. If Red’s Graviton Propulsion were worth
more, he would sell that too, but it still won’t get
him his second ship so he decides to hold on to it,
hoping somebody might license it from him later.
Black had to sell her Mass Containment already
since Red did, and she now has 3R. Since it won’t
seem to give any special advantages to anyone
at this point in the game, she decides to sell her
Brand Loyalty Technology for 7R at this time.
With a total of 10R, she also decides to spend 6R
to buy her second Ship. She places the Ship on
Earth and immediately puts 2 Customer tokens on
her dashboard under Ship 2 (2 Customers because
Mass Containment is in effect).

At the end of the Fleet Phase, players have the
following:
PLAYER

TOTAL R

TECHNOLOGIES

BLACK

0

Mass Containment, Brand Loyalty

BLUE

2

Scanner Sweep, Scanner Sweep

YELLOW

1

Xeno-Domestication,
Transmutation

RED

0

Mass Containment, Graviton Propulsion
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ROUND PLAY-THROUGH (cont.)

Black’s Trade Route is shown with the orange
arrow. Note that Yellow does not have a Trade
Route because his path is being blocked by Red
and Blue’s Ships.

At the end of the Management Phase, players
have the following:

At the end of the Revenue Phase, players have the
following:

PLAYER

TOTAL R

TECHNOLOGIES

SHIPS

BLACK

4

None

2

TOTAL R

TECHNOLOGIES

SHIPS

2

Scanner Sweep,
Scanner Sweep

PLAYER

BLUE

1

BLACK

8

None

2

YELLOW

4

Transmutation

1

BLUE

5

1

RED

3

Graviton Propulsion

1

Scanner Sweep,
Scanner Sweep

YELLOW

11

Transmutation

1

RED

6

Graviton Propulsion

1

Revenue Phase:
Turn Auction Phase:

In the Revenue phase, players gain Revenue
according to the following chart:
PLAYER

ASSETS FROM
COLONIES/
EARTH

PROFITS FROM
TECHNOLOGIES

TOTAL
REVENUE

BLACK

3

1 (Trade Route)

4

BLUE

3

0

3

YELLOW

6

1 (XenoDomestication)

7

RED

3

0

3

Blue gets to bid first on the Turn Auction, but since
he doesn’t have any need to go before anyone
else, he passes. Going counter-clockwise, Black
goes next and also passes. Red gets to bid next
and he wants to go before Yellow so that he can
Buyout the Hazardous World his ship is on. He bids
1. Yellow realizes his Colony is threatened and bids
2. Red and Yellow bid back and forth until Yellow
decides that his Hazardous World isn’t worth 6R
and he lets Red win the 1st Player marker for 5R.
Red pays 5R to the bank.
At the end of the Turn Auction Phase, players have
the following:
PLAYER

TOTAL R

TECHNOLOGIES

SHIPS

BLACK

8

None

2

BLUE

5

Scanner Sweep,
Scanner Sweep

1

YELLOW

11

Transmutation

1

RED

1

Graviton Propulsion

1

Red will now begin the Research Phase in Round 3.
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Nice jets! Don’t forget to take a
batch of Customers with you
before your next launch.
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VARIANTS
Cooperative/Family Play
This is suggested for playing with younger children, or to have a very different Disaster Looms! game play experience.
For 3-4 player cooperative game, follow the rules on the previous pages, with the following exceptions:

Cooperative/Family Play Setup Modifications

Cooperative/Family Gameplay Rule Modifications

• Remove all of the following Technology cards:

• Ignore the 1st player Auction phase
completely. Randomly select a player to go
first. That player starts the game with
1 Resource.

-

Exploration
Buyout
Scanner Sweep
Advanced Sensor Relays
Unmanned Trade Routes
Blockade Runner
Brand Loyalty
Hostile Takeover

•R
 esearching new Technologies costs 3
Resources for a Technology from Deck A,
6 Resources for a Technology from Deck B,
and 9 Resources for a Technology from
Deck C. During the Research Phase, players
may not License Technologies as normal.
Instead, after each player has decided
whether or not to Research, each player may
then License one Technology from another
player for free.

• Remove the following Exploration tiles:
-

All Nebulae (One in each Deck)
Astronomic Discovery (Deck B)
Fell Through a Wormhole (Deck B)
Data Leak (Deck C)
Micro-Organism Attack (Deck C)
Unknown Anomaly (Deck C)

•A
 t the start of the Fleet Phase, each player
reveals one Exploration Tile for each Ship they
control and places them in valid locations
around the edge of the Galaxy Map.

•D
 o not shuffle the Cataclysm tile into the
Exploration deck. Instead place it on the bottom
of the deck.

•A
 t the start of the Management Phase, all
owned Technologies are donated to Earth,
and players do not receive Resources for their
sale value.

• F or a more challenging game, randomly remove
1 additional tile from Deck A, 3 additional tiles
from Deck B, and 5 additional tiles from Deck C.

•D
 uring the Revenue Phase, players will not
declare Trade Routes.

Note: This may create a significantly more difficult
scenario.

•T
 he players win if all Customers are removed
from Earth and placed in Colonies before the
end of the round in which the Cataclysm was
revealed.

Budget falling short this galactic cycle? Use the
Business as Usual Action to hold down the fort.
It can also be useful to guard promising planetary
investments!
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Disaster Looms! for Two
For a 2 player game, follow the standard rules as outlined with the following exceptions:

2-Player Setup Modifications

2-Player Gameplay Rule Modifications

• Remove all of the following Technology cards:

• Ignore the 1st Player Auction phase
completely. Randomly select a player to go
first. That player starts the game with
1 Resource.

-

Unmanned Trade Routes
Tourism
Blockade Runner
Hostile Takeover

•T
 he phase alternates between ship actions
instead of at the end of a player’s turn.
The 1st Player will activate one ship, then
2nd Player will activate one ship, then the
1st Player will activate the next ship. Play
continues in this manner until both players
have activated all ships.

• In addition to the remaining Starter
Technologies, the following Technologies begin
in the Public Domain
(you may remove all extra copies of these
Technologies before building the
Technology deck):

•P
 layers may only place new Regions on
three adjacent sides of Earth, and then must
continue placing tiles in those three rows.

- Genetic Engineering
- Warp Gate Technology
- Isolating Fields

•P
 layers only receive Income from Earth,
profitable Technologies, and Events. Assets
associated with colonies are ignored during
the Revenue phase.

•R
 emove the following Exploration tiles (3 total):
- Astronomic Discovery (Deck B)
- Micro-Organism Attack (Deck C)
- Trade Route Nebula (Deck C)

• S tandard scoring rules are ignored. Instead,
the player controlling the highest total
number of Assets is the winner.

•R
 emove 5 random non-cataclysm tiles from each
Exploration deck. (15 total)
•P
 lay with only 80 customer tokens
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APPENDIX A

Colonies

Glossary

Colonies are planets claimed by corporations and
populated by their customers. Rules for forming
colonies can be found on page 10 of the Operation
Manual. You must play at least one customer on
the colony you wish to form. Other player’s ships do
not block other players from forming new colonies.
Forming a colony can be done after a normal action
during the Fleet phase as a free action. You can also
form a colony before choosing an action, but in any
case, forming a colony ends the current ship’s action.
A Colony with zero population is allowed, if the
owner has transported his Customers away. It vacates
the planet but does not release a player’s claim to
its Assets. All of the above Colony rules also apply to
Orbital Platforms.

Actions
Actions are found on blue and orange Technology
Cards. Blue actions can be taken during the Fleet
Phase (one action per ship), and orange in the
Management Phase (as many times as desired).
Since you may only take ONE action with each
ship during the Fleet phase, it is not possible
for example, to move to another player’s colony
using Twin Ion Engines and additionally perform a
Buyout action upon arriving. It is also not possible
to perform a Scanner Sweep in combination with
Graviton Propulsion to move 3 spaces and scan.
You must choose one and only one Action. Details
on these actions are explained in Appendix B:
Technologies.

Corporation Tokens
Each player starts the game with 12 Corporation
Tokens the same color as their ships. They are used to
identify the Colonies they own, and to denote which
Technologies they have licensed from other players. It
is unlikely that any given player will need more than
12 tokens, but in this case, note the number of tokens
allotted to players is unlimited. In the event that a
player does run out of Corporation Tokens, please use
other items you may have as substitutes.

Assets
Assets are generated by Colonies, Orbital
Platforms and Earth. In the Revenue phase of
each turn, you will receive resources (R) equal to
your assets. Your total revenue will also depend
on your Technologies, Trade Routes, and other
phenomenon that may occur. You can keep track
of your assets from these using the Asset Dial
on your Player Dashboard for your convenience.
It is recommended to use this dial only for your
assets earned from Earth, Colonies and Orbital
Platforms, and to add up your other sources of
revenue separately in each Revenue phase.

Customers
The people of Earth are looking for a way off the
planet before the Cataclysm occurs, and for the right
price, they can become your Customers. The Customer
Token pile set aside at the start of the game represent
those people from Earth who will hire corporations
(a.k.a. Players) to take them into space and form new
Colonies for humanity. For a standard 4-player game,
90 Customers should be used; for 2 or 3-players, use
80 Customers. Rules for Transporting Customers are
described in the Operations Manual on page 10. You
can only pick up Customers from Colonies you control
and Earth. You have to go back to Earth to get new
Customers. You can pick up and drop off before and/
or after any action. You cannot transfer customers
directly from ship to ship. You need to decide prior
to doing an action if you are picking up a customer.
So, if you begin your turn already on Earth, you
may pick up Customers, move, and then drop them
off on a Colony. You can always remove Customers

Cataclysm
The Cataclysm is the event that brings about
the end of the Earth — and, more importantly,
the game. For details on how this works, please
reference the Cataclysm entry in Appendix C:
Exploration Tiles.
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from a Colony you control, even down to zero. Some
circumstances require players to discard Customers
(e.g. expired licenses, exploration events). Discarded
Customers should be returned to the box and are out
of the game.

Exploring
Exploring is an action offered by several Action
Technologies: Advanced Sensor Relays, Exploration,
and Scanner Sweep. Exploring is used to reveal new
Region tiles from the Exploration Deck and place
them on the Galaxy Map, generally in hopes of
finding a planet to claim. Events may also be revealed
in this manner. For specific rules on how each of these
Technologies work, see their individual entries in
Appendix B: Technologies.

Earth
Home sweet home…until it’s gone anyway. Earth
cannot be claimed as a colony by any one player. It
produces 3 Assets for each player during the Revenue
Phase each turn. The exceptions to this are after the
Cataclysm occurs or the Earth at War event. Earth has
no population limit; the only time you can’t pick up
a customer from Earth is if the population has been
exhausted (Total Evacuation).

Fleet
Your Fleet is comprised of the space ships you control
on the Galaxy map. In the Fleet phase, you may take
only ONE Action with each of your ships. For example,
if you have 3 ships on the Galaxy Map, you may take
3 actions total, but only one per ship. See: Actions on
page 20 for additional information and examples.

Events
Events can occur when drawing from either the
Technology Deck or the Exploration Deck. In either
case, the following procedure should be followed.
After resolving the event drawn, draw a new card/
tile to replace it unless directed otherwise. Continue
with this method until you get a non-event card or
tile. When you are drawing multiple cards or tiles, all
events resolve before new Technologies are acquired
or Regions are placed on the Galaxy Map. If you draw
multiple events at the same time (such as a result of
using Advanced Sensor Relay for example), you may
choose the order in which they resolve. In the Fleet
phase, if any event ends your exploration, discard any
unplayed Region tiles from your hand (only Regions,
not other events). You may never discard Events
discovered in this way. All Events must be resolved
when possible.

Galaxy Map
The Galaxy Map is the collection of Regions placed on
the table expanding outward from Earth. The map
grows by players using specific Actions to reveal tiles
from the Exploration Deck.

Licenses
In the Research Phase of each round, players may
license Technologies from other players by paying
its owner half the cost listed on the bottom-right of
each Technology card, rounded up. In the event of
multiple owners of the same technology, the licensing
player chooses whom to pay. He or she then gains
the benefits of that Technology, and will be able to
use it as if they own it themselves, until the end of
the following Research Phase. If a player licenses a
Technology and the Technology is sold to the Public
Domain in the same round, that player continues to
get the benefit of the technology (as does everyone
else at this point), but they do not receive any refund.
This player takes their Corporation Token back.
Licenses expire at the end of the Research Phase of
the next Round. This gives players a chance to renew
it before it expires. To renew a license, simply pay the
owner of that Technology the same price again in
the next round. For example, if a player licenses Mass

Exploration Deck
The Exploration Deck is a set of hexagonal tiles that
are used to build the Galaxy Map. It is separated into
three sections: Exploration A, Exploration B, and
Exploration C; each contains both Events and Regions,
shuffled randomly within each Deck. For details on
specific Regions and Events in the Exploration Deck,
please refer to Appendix C: Exploration Tiles.
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Containment from his opponent and lets it expire,
he must discard excess Customers from each of his or
her ships, until the ships are at their newly-reduced
capacity. However, if he renews his license in the next
round (and pays his opponent the license fee again),
or if the owner of Mass Containment sold it to the
Public Domain in his Management Phase, this penalty
can be avoided. Note: it may be a disadvantage to
go first in the Research Phase because you cannot
license Technologies from players who research new
Technologies who take their turns after you.

be separately colonized afterwards, nor can additional
Orbital Platforms be constructed in that Region. All
other rules and Technologies affect Orbital Platforms
the same as if they were Colonies, including Genetic
Engineering and scoring at the end of the game.

Phase
Each turn is divided into five Phases: Research, Fleet,
Management, Revenue, and First Turn Auction. Each
player completes the current Phase, beginning with
the first player and moving clockwise around the table,
before moving on to the next. For details on what is
involved with each Phase, please see their individual
entries.

Management
Your Management phase includes building new
ships, selling Technologies and when available,
building Warp Gates.

Population Limit

Orbital Platforms

Colonies formed on planets have a population limit
of 5 due to the Emergency Life Support Technology
in the Public Domain. Orbital Platforms have a
strict Population Limit of 2 that cannot be altered.
Colonies’ Population Limits can be increased by certain
Technologies, such as Cloned Food.

There are as many Orbital Platforms in Earth’s
supply (created during Setup, at the beginning of
the game) as the number of Players. The Orbital
Platform Technology card will automatically be
added to the Public Domain once the “Derelict Alien
Ship Drifts into Sol” Event from the Exploration B
Deck is revealed. Once available, Orbital Platforms
may be built in any Region which contains a planet
(no Asteroid Fields, Nebulae, Empty Space, etc.)
and which does not have a Corporation Token. This
includes Uninhabitable planets, but does not include
planets with a Corporation Token but no Customers;
those are still considered occupied, though with a
population of 0. As with Colonies, opponents’ ships
do not interfere with the creation of an Orbital
Platform. Orbital Platforms are essentially Colonies
that grant +3 Assets and have a Population Limit of 2.

Profits
Profits are green Technology cards. These Technologies
come into play during the Revenue Phase. Players will
receive additional resources in the Revenue Phase for
each unique Profit Technology that is applicable to
them. For more details, please check the descriptions
for these Technologies in Appendix B: Technologies.

Public Domain/Public Knowledge

You may Buy Out an Orbital Platform with fewer
than 2 Customers on it by adding at least one
Customer from your ship, up to its Population Limit,
and paying the current owner his dues.

The Public Domain represents humanity’s collective
Public Knowledge. All Technologies in the Public
Domain can be used by all players as if they owned the
Technology card themselves. Players do not have to
license any Technologies in the Public Domain. When
a player sells a technology, all duplicate technologies
in play must immediately be sold as well (all players
possessing that Technology card are paid the same
amount per card). Any Technology card revealed
through Research that is a duplicate of a Technology
in the Public Domain is discarded, with a replacement
drawn from the deck.

Technologies that increase a Colony’s Population
Limit, such as Cloned Food, do not affect Orbital
Platforms. Also, because they are not on the surface
of the planet, but rather in orbit above it, Orbital
Platforms do not receive any resource bonus
from the Xeno-Domestication, Transmutation, or
Terraforming Technologies. The Assets a planet gives
to (or takes from) a Player is ignored once an Orbital
Platform is in place in that Region The planet may not
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• Various Phenomenon — certain Nebulae or
other events could affect Revenue

Regions

Some planets produce negative Assets. In the unlikely
event that your total Revenue is less than 0, you do
not have to pay any resources back in this phase. 0 is
the worst possible Revenue. For details on Assets and
Profits, check their entries in this glossary. The other
various Phenomenon are described in Appendices B
and C.

Any non-Event tile drawn from the Exploration Deck
is considered a Region. Drawn Regions are then added
to the Galaxy Map. For details on specific Region
tiles, please reference Appendix C: Exploration Tiles.

Research
Researching is one of the options that players can
choose during the Research Phase to draw new
Technology cards from the Technology Deck. All
cards must be exhausted from deck A before drawing
any from deck B, and likewise for deck C. For this
reason it is recommended in the Setup section of
the Operation Manual to stack the 3 decks into
one Technology deck with deck A on the top. Any
Technology card revealed through Research that is
a duplicate of a Technology in the Public Domain is
discarded, with a replacement drawn from the deck.
A player may only research once during each round,
however Events and Regions on the Galaxy Map may
affect the number of cards drawn or Technologies
acquired in any given round. You can find details
on how these specific Events and Regions work in
Appendices B and C. Although there is a 3 Technology
card limit, you may still Research a fourth Technology
card during the Research Phase. After paying 12R to
buy your fourth Technology, you must immediately
sell 1 Technology to the Public Domain.

Rounding
In any situation in Disaster Looms! where players must
round to the nearest whole number, always round up.

Space Elevator
The Space Elevator token gets placed on Earth when
the Eureka! Event from the Technology Deck occurs.
From this point forward, Earth produces 4 Assets for
all players instead of 3. If Earth is not producing Assets
at any given time due to an Event, the Space Elevator
doesn’t produce any either.

Space Ships
Space ships are purchased during the Management
Phase. The default Technology Emergency Life
Support, starting in the Public Domain, gives all ships
a beginning Customer limit of 1. Additional Upgrade
Technologies can increase this limit. If, for any reason,
a ship’s capacity is reduced, excess Customers are
discarded and returned to the box — out of the game.
When a ship is destroyed for any reason, it is returned
to that player’s dashboard, and may be rebuilt in a
future Management Phase. Ship cost is based on how
many ships you have on the Galaxy Map, not which
numbered ship you are building. If you have all 4
ships on the Galaxy Map and then lose one due to
an Event, you must pay 12R to rebuild it regardless of
which numbered ship was removed from the board.

Resources (R)
Resources are the currency of Disaster Looms! Each
round, Resources are collected in the Revenue Phase
by all players. Resource Tokens are available in 1R,
5R and 10R increments. There are infinite Resources
available. In the unlikely event that the bank runs
out of Resources, use another method to keep track
of the Resources available to each Player.

Revenue

Technologies

Players will collect Resources every round in the
Revenue Phase equal to their total Revenue. Revenue
is a summation of the following:

Technologies allow players to take actions, collect
profits and get upgrades. They must be played face
up in front of their owners, and any Player may
read them at any time. When one person sells (or
donates) a technology, all other copies in play must

• Assets — generated by Colonies, Orbital
Platforms and Earth
• Profits — generated by green Technology
cards
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immediately be sold as well. You cannot keep more
than three Technologies; if you have more, you
must immediately sell enough to only have three.
Duplicate copies of the same technologies count as
separate technologies toward the 3 Technology limit;
however, the effects of duplicate Technology cards
do not stack. For example, if you have three copies of
Mass Containment:

Buyout, or preventing a Buyout. If you’re just exploring
and filling your Colonies, when you take your turn
may be irrelevant. There is no harm in passing if you
don’t have a need to take an action before somebody
else. However, once you pass, you may not bid again
until the next round.

Turn Order

• Your next Research action will cost you 12R.
• Selling the Mass Containment cards being sold
will net you 9R (3Rx3) - remember, if one copy
of a Technology is sold to the Public Domain all
others of that type must also be sold.

Players fully complete each phase before the next
player starts theirs. For example, in the Research Phase,
the first player will decide whether to research new
technology AND whether he wants to buy any licenses
before the next player begins. In the Fleet Phase, each
player acts in with ALL of their ships before the next
player begins their Fleet Phase (except in the 2 player
version). Different turn options within the same phase
can be done in any order. For example, you may choose
to sell a Technology in the management phase, then
build a new ship, and then sell another Technology,
all before the next player begins their Management
Phase.

• Licensing will still only cost other players 2R.
• Your ships all receive +1 capacity (not +3).
It is an important distinction that Technologies which
bear different names but result in a similar effect can
both apply. For example, Mass Containment + Isolating
Fields would grant +2 to your ships’ capacities. Also,
Unmanned Trade Routes + Tourism would result in +3
Assets for a valid Trade Route. During the Research
Phase, any duplicates of Technologies that are already
a part of the Public Domain are discarded and new
Technology cards are drawn to replace them.

Upgrades
Upgrades are Yellow Technology cards. These
Technologies are considered passive and do not offer
the options to take additional actions or generate
additional profits. They do however, enhance your
efficiency by bending the rules of certain limits in your
favor. For details on Upgrade Technologies, reference
Appendix B: Technologies.

Total Evacuation
Total Evacuation occurs when all Customer Tokens
are depleted from the original pile set aside during
Setup. In this case, all potential customers have been
saved from the Cataclysm and the game will end
after the current round’s Revenue Phase.

Warp Gates

Trade Routes

Warp Gates allow instantaneous movement between
other gates as if the Regions they occupy were adjacent
to each other. Only once the Warp Gate Technology
card has been Researched can any Warp Gates be
constructed. Warp Gate Technology must be available
to you through owning, Licensing, or Public Domain,
in order to build or travel through Warp Gates. For
additional details on how Warp Gates work, reference
Appendix B: Technologies.

Trade Routes will earn you additional Profits during
the Revenue Phase. There are diagrams and details
about Trade Routes on page 11 of the Operation
Manual. Note that opponents’ ships on Earth don’t
block trade routes.

Turn Auction
The Turn Auction Phase is fully described on page
12 of the Operation Manual. Going first may be
advantageous in certain situations or harmful in
others. Some reasons to take the initiative include:
claiming a newly discovered planet that was unable
to be colonized in the previous round, carrying out a
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APPENDIX B
Technologies

(Owned, Licensed, or in the Public Domain) must be
paid double the normal Resources during a Buyout.
The Profit: 2x line is simply a reminder that it doubles
THAT income during the Fleet Phase. Abandoned
Colonies have zero Customers and therefore still cost
0R during a Buyout using Brand Loyalty.

Advanced Sensor Relays (7R)

Business As Usual (Start)

Action: 1R
If you can explore, you may draw
2 tiles from the Exploration
Deck and resolve them normally.
Place those cards adjoining
each other. At least one must
adjoin the Region containing
your current Ship. Place your
Ship in either new Region. If one or more of the
tiles drawn is an Event, resolve the Event(s) until you
have two Region tiles to play, and then make the
decision of where to place them. If an event ends
your Exploration, discard any additional tiles still in
your hand from the game without placing them on
the Galaxy Map. The exploring Ship does not move.
Otherwise, you must place the exploring ship on one
of the two newly explored tiles.

Action: 0R
Your ship does nothing. Pass.
This is just a placeholder action
in case you do not want to move
or explore with one or more of
your Ships. It may be strategic
to not act with all of your Ships
at times in order to protect
your Colonies from Buyout or to take advantage of
Nebulae effects.

Buyout (Start)
Action: 1R-5R
Your Ship must be carrying at
least 1 Customer and occupy
a Region containing an
opponent’s Colony.

Blockade Runner (4R)
When declaring Trade Routes
during your Revenue Phase,
you may trace routes through
Regions containing opponents’
Ships.
You must still trace your route
through a Region containing
your ship to gain the Profit
associated with the Tourism Technology. Other
players’ ships being on Earth never interfere with
Trade Routes even without access to Blockade Runner.
This Technology makes it much easier to gain Profit
from the trade Nebula in the Exploration C Deck.

1.	 Pay 1R to the Colony’s
owner for each Customer
on the Colony.
2. Add at least 1 Customer to the Colony from
your active Ship.
3. Remove the opponent’s Corporation token
and place one of your own. You now control
that Colony.
You may not Buyout a Colony if its owner controls
a Ship in the Region, or if the Colony is at either
player’s population limit. If there are no Customers,
the Buyout Action is “free”. If the opponent whose
Colony you are trying to Buyout has access to the
Brand Loyalty Technology, you must pay that Player
double the normal amount. You may not Buyout a
Colony with a Ship that does not have a Customer
on board since one needs to be placed as part of the
Buyout Action. You may pick your Customer back up
at the end of the Buyout Action per the Customer
placement rules. (See: Customers in Appendix A:
Glossary for more information.) If your opponent
has access to the Cloned Food Technology, and the
Colony of his you wish to Buyout has 5 Customers on

Brand Loyalty (7R)
Profit: x2R
Double the R cost for other
players to buyout your Colonies.
Brand Loyalty doesn’t affect any
other Profits or Assets, and does
not apply during the Revenue
Phase. Any player with access to
the Brand Loyalty Technology
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it, you may only Buyout the Colony if you also have
Cloned Food – you must be able to place a Customer
from your Ship in order to Buyout.

Customer token and then pick the Customer back up
immediately afterward if you so choose. Picking up or
dropping off Customers in the middle of movement
or an Action ends that Ship’s movement or Action
immediately.

Important note: you may not move before taking
the Buyout Action. Only one Action can be taken by
each Ship. Therefore, you must begin your turn on
your opponent’s Colony, and potentially take your
turn before him so that he does not return with a
Ship of his own to defend his Colony. Pay attention
to this during the Turn Auction Phase. It is possible to
move and Buyout together later in the game using
the Hostile Takeover Technology.

Eureka! (Event)
Place the Space Elevator token
on Earth. Earth now produces
one additional Resource during
the Revenue Phase. You may
draw another Technology card
after resolving this event. This
event triggers the Space Elevator
token placement on Earth. See
the Space Elevator entry in Appendix A: Glossary for
additional information. As this is an event, a new
Technology must be drawn after its resolution.

Cloned Food (4R)
Colonies gain 1 Population
limit. You cannot Buyout a
Colony if it exceeds your own
OR your target’s Population
Limit. Cloned Food gives the
opportunity for Colonies to be
worth up to 9 points at game
end (3 for the Colony and 6
more for the Customers on it). When Cloned Food is
licensed by a Player and that license expires without
being renewed, Customers must be discarded from all
of that Player’s Colonies so that each of his Colonies
contains no more than 5 Customers.

Exploration (Start)
Action: 1R
A Ship may explore if it occupies
a Region with at least one open
adjacent side. Draw the top tile
of the Exploration Deck. If it is
an Event tile, resolve its effects
immediately. Continue to draw
tiles until you draw a Region, or
until an Event forbids you from continuing Exploration.
Place the Region on the Galaxy Map so that it adjoins
the Region your Ship currently occupies. Then place
your Ship in the newly revealed Region. Ships may
pick up or drop off Customers before and after any
movement or Action. You may not move before
Exploring. If the Region your ship occupies is already
completely surrounded by other Regions, you may not
choose Exploration. When Exploring, draw the tile
first, then decide on which adjacent side to place your
new tile. You don’t have to pick the spot ahead of time.
Then move the Exploring ship into the new Region. If
your Exploration results in revealing an inhabitable
planet, you may then form a Colony.

Emergency Life Support (Start)
Ships have a Customer Capacity
of 1. To form a Colony, Ships
containing Customers may
place them on any inhabitable
non-Earth planet that does not
already contain a Corporation
Token. In addition to placing
a Customer, place one of your
Corporation Tokens on the planet. Collect Resources
equal to the planetary Assets you control during your
Revenue Phase. Additional Customers may be added
to the Colony before or after any movement or
exploration, up to the Population Limit of 5. Forming
a Colony immediately ends a Ship’s Action. You do
not have to place all of your Customers on a Colony
when forming it but you must place at least one. (You
may get an increased Customer Limit through other
Technologies later.) Customers may also be removed
from a Colony before or after any Action. Thus it
is possible to form a Colony placing the required

For specific rules on Events you may draw, look up
the particular Event in Appendix C: Exploration Tiles.
If your Exploring ship gets destroyed due to an Event,
do not draw a new tile to replace the Event. When an
Event ends your Exploration, if you have any additional
tiles in hand, they must be discarded without being
resolved or placed on the Galaxy Map.
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or less when using this Action. A ship cannot use
Hostile Takeover more than once in a single turn,
even with the help of Teleporters. Once it has Bought
Out a Colony, it may move no further, though it
may pick Customers up from the Colony afterwards
(See: “Customers” in Appendix A: Glossary for more
information). If the target Player has access to the
Brand Loyalty Technology, you must pay double the
normal Buyout cost when using Hostile Takeover. You
must still drop off a Customer from your acting Ship
in order to perform a Hostile Takeover on a Colony.

Genetic Engineering (6R)
Profit: 1R
Receive Profit for each Colony
you control during your
Revenue Phase. Players receive
1R in the Revenue Phase for
each and every Colony they
control (unlike other Profit
Technologies which only award
the profit once regardless of the number or eligible
Colonies). Once the Orbital Platforms Technology
becomes available, Genetic Engineering produces
1R for each of those as well. Multiple copies of
Genetic Engineering will not produce any additional
Resources, except when the Technology is sold.

Hyper Drive (6R)
Action: 1R-5R
For every 1R you spend, move
your ship the same number of
Regions. This movement can
be performed for only 1R if
movement begins a Region
with a Warp Gate. You may
not move more than 5 Regions
with any given ship by using Hyper Drive. The first
portion of the technology describes that you can pay
xR to move x Regions with your Ship (up to 5 Regions
maximum). The second portion means that if your
Ship starts at a Region with a Warp Gate, you can
spend only 1R to move up to 5 spaces. Ships do not
gain additional (or cheaper) movement for moving
into or through another Region containing a Warp
Gate in the same turn. Note: Hyper Drive is an Action,
not an Upgrade. It does NOT adjust your default
movement to a pay x to move x option for all cases. It
cannot be combined with other Actions. For example,
you cannot use the Hostile Takeover action to pay 4R
to move 1 Ship up to 4 Regions and then Buyout just
because the Hyper Drive Technology is available to
you. You may only move the ship 2 Regions as stated
on the Hostile Takeover card.

Graviton Propulsion (2R)
Action: 1R
Move 1 Ship up to 3 Regions.
Tactical Tip: Ships cannot
combine actions. Use additional
movement to position your Ship
for next turn. This Technology
grants the Player 3 movement.
Movement through an Asteroid
Field takes up 2 of the 3 movement (an Asteroid
Field counts as 2 Regions for movement purposes),
unless the player has access to the Shield Buffers
Technology. Graviton Propulsion is an Action, not an
Upgrade. It does NOT adjust your default movement
to 3 for all cases. As the tactical tip specifies, it cannot
be combined with other Actions. For example, you
cannot use the Hostile Takeover action to move 1
Ship up to 3 Regions and then Buyout just because
the Graviton Propulsion Technology is available to
you. You may only move the ship 2 Regions as stated
on the Hostile Takeover card.

Isolating Fields (5R)

Hostile Takeover (10R)

Ships gain 1 Capacity. You may
now transport Warp Gates. A
Warp Gate requires all Capacity
on 1 Ship. Warp Gates may only
be picked up from Colonies
you control, and may be
dropped off anywhere. Owning
multiple copies of Isolating
Fields does not increase the Ship Capacity for each
card owned, and you can never carry more than 1

Action: 1R
Move 1 Ship up to 2 Regions
and then Buyout at normal
cost.
Hostile Takeover cannot be
modified by other Action
Technologies that alter the
number of Regions a Ship can
move. The acting Ship may move ONLY 2 Regions
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Warp Gate in a single Ship. However, duplicates
would count toward the 3 Technology limit. For
details on owning duplicate Technologies, see the
“Technologies” entry in Appendix A: Glossary.
Mass Containment is a separate Technology that
also grants an additional 1 Capacity. This is not
considered a duplicate, and having access to both
Mass Containment and Isolating Fields results in
Ships gaining 2 Capacity, for a total of 3. A Player
with Isolating Fields can pick up a Warp Gate on one
of their Colonies if it was dropped there by another
Player even if the active Player doesn’t actually own
the Warp Gate Technology. In the event that you are
using Isolating Fields but you don’t have access to
Mass Containment, you may still transport a Warp
Gate using your Ship’s capacity of 2 (3 Capacity is
not required, picking up a Warp Gate just takes up
whatever space you have). You may not Buyout or
form a new a Colony when transporting a Warp
Gate, because you must have a Customer to place
on the Colony in order to do either of these Actions.
More than 1 Warp Gate cannot be dropped off on
the same Region. Dropping off a Warp Gate will
end the active Ship’s movement/Action unless the
Player owns the Teleporters Technology. If you pick
up a Warp Gate and then attempt to use Hyper
Drive, then you must pay the full cost to move each
space; the Warp Gate is no longer in that Region.
However, if the player also has access to Teleporters,
then he may declare Hyper Drive, pay the 1R, pick
up the Warp Gate, then move up to 5 Regions. Also,
if you are already carrying a Warp Gate, you may
use the Hyper Drive Technology to pay 1R to move
5 Regions, so long as you drop off the Warp Gate
before moving.

having access to both Mass Containment and Isolating
Fields results in Ships gaining 2 Capacity, for a total of 3.

Orbital Platforms (9R)
Action: 5R
Place 1 Orbital Platform from
Earth’s supply and at least 1
Customer from your Ship at your
current location. Platforms can be
placed on any unoccupied planet.
They support only 2 Customers
regardless of other Technologies,
and produce exactly 3R. Ignore the planet’s Assets
for all reasons. This Technology will become available
through the “Derelict Alien Ship Drifts into Sol” Event
in the Exploration B Deck. See the Orbital Platforms
entry in Appendix A: Glossary for full details on this
Technology. (Note: The Orbital Platforms Technology
card has a 9R sale value as a gauge for comparing it to
the usefulness among other Technologies, and also for
use in possible future expansions.)

Research Breakthrough (Event)
Immediately draw two cards
from the Technology Deck.
Choose one to donate to Earth.
This Technology becomes Public
Knowledge. Keep the other
Technology card. You must always
have 2 valid Technologies to
choose from when making your
decision during this event. If you draw other events,
resolve them all and draw replacement cards before
making your choice. If you draw any Technologies that
are already Public Knowledge, discard them and draw
again until you have two valid choices. For additional
details on resolving multiple Events or Researching
Technologies, see the “Events” and “Technologies”
entries in Appendix A: Glossary.

Mass Containment (3R)
Ships gain 1 Capacity. Tactical
Tip: Technologies with the
same name do not stack.
Each Player may only gain the
benefits of Mass Containment
once.
As stated on the card, owning
multiple copies of Mass
Containment does not increase the Ship Capacity for
each card owned. However, duplicates would count
toward the 3 Technology limit. For details on owning
duplicate Technologies, see the “Technologies”
entry in Appendix A: Glossary. Isolating Fields is a
separate Technology that grants an additional 1
Capacity. This is not considered a duplicate and

Scanner Sweep (4R)
Action: 1R
Move 1 ship up to 2 Regions.
Before, during or after this
movement you may reveal and
place 1 Exploration tile adjacent
to the Region your Ship occupies
at the time. This does not cost
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additional Resources and your Ship is not forced to
enter the new Region, but may if it has movement
remaining. If an event causes you to stop exploration,
it just means you don’t draw a new tile from the
exploration deck. You may still move your ship if it
has not moved 2 Regions already. In any situation
where it doesn’t make sense (such as a ship being
destroyed), you don’t get to continue your Action.

Colonies. You do not get additional Resources for
having multiple Colonies with the
icon, nor from
multiple copies of the Terraforming Technology. For
example, if you own 2 Colonies with the
icon, you
do not get 6R, you still get only 3R. Multiple copies of
the Terraforming Technology card do, however, count
towards your maximum Technology limit of 3, and you
do get Resources for each copy sold.

Shield Buffers (4R)

Tourism (1R)

Ships ignore Asteroid Fields
during movement. With the
Shield Buffers Technology,
Asteroid Fields are treated as
Empty Space. 1 movement is
still required to enter each
Asteroid Field.

Profit: 2R
Receive Profit during your
Revenue Phase if you are able to
declare a valid Trade Route that
includes a Region containing
one of your Ships. This Profit is
in addition to the Profit granted
from Unmanned Trade Routes.
Note that this Technology includes one additional
requirement above and beyond Unmanned Trade
Routes: to have one of your own Ships included in
your Route. Having your own ship on Earth allows you
to use Tourism. If your ship is anywhere along a valid
Trade Route, then you will earn 3R in your Revenue
Phase (1 from Unmanned Trade Routes and 2 from
Tourism). If you additionally can make a valid Trade
Route through the trade Nebula in the Exploration
C Deck, you will earn 5R during Revenue. The Trade
Route you trace for Tourism does not have to be the
same Route you use for the trade Nebula.

Teleporters (4R)
Ships may pick up and drop
off Customers at any time
during their Action, and may
form Colonies without ending
their Action. Tactical Tip: In
combination with Isolating
Fields, Ships may pick up and
drop off Warp Gates at any
time during movement as well. Teleporters are an
Upgrade technology, not an Action. You do not have
to pay any Resources to pick up/drop off Customers
or Warp Gates during your turn. Teleporters can
only be used during ship Actions in the owner’s
Fleet Phase. You cannot for example, Teleport excess
Customers into a Ship during the Research Phase
if your Cloned Food license is expiring. Teleporters
cannot be used to drop off Customers on the way
to Unknown Anomaly when that Event is originally
being resolved.

Transmutation (3R)
Profit: 2R
Receive Profit during your
Revenue Phase if you control any
Colonies with the Transmutation
icon. The Profit does not increase
regardless of the number of
applicable Colonies. You do not
get additional Resources for
having multiple Colonies with the
icon, nor from
multiple copies of the Transmutation Technology. For
example, if you own 2 Colonies with the
icon, you
do not get 4R, you still only get 2R. Multiple copies
of the Transmutation Technology card do, however,
count towards your maximum Technology limit of 3,
and you do get Resources for each copy sold.

Terraforming (6R)
Profit: 3R
Receive Profit during your
Revenue Phase if you control
any
Colonies
with
the
Terraforming icon. The Profit
does not increase regardless
of the number of applicable
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Twin Ion Engines (Start)

Warp Gate Technology (6R)

Action: 1R
Move 1 Ship up to 2 adjoining
Regions away from the Region
it currently occupies. Ships may
pick up or drop off customers
before and after movement or
action. Tactical Tip: Ships cannot
combine Actions. Use Twin
Ion Engines to strategically place Ships for different
Actions next turn. This Technology allows the player
to move up to 2 Regions. Regions must already be a
part of the Galaxy Map; this will not reveal any tiles
from the Exploration Deck. Movement through an
Asteroid Field takes up both movements (an Asteroid
Field counts as 2 Regions for movement purposes),
unless the player has access to the Shield Buffers
Technology. A Ship may move back into the Region it
started from in the same turn.

Cost: 3R
Build a Warp Gate on any
Colony you control during
your Management Phase. Ships
may move from any Region
containing a Warp Gate to any
other Warp Gate as if they were
adjacent. You must own or
license this Technology to use the Warp Gates. If this
Technology becomes Public Knowledge, construct a
Warp Gate on Earth. Warp gates can only be built on
Colonies which you control. They can only be picked
up (with the Isolating Fields Technology) from Colonies
which you control. They can be dropped anywhere,
including on another Player’s Colony or in Empty
Space. Warp gates cannot be purchased for Earth, but
can be dropped there by a Player using the Isolating
Fields Technology. If somebody dropped a Warp Gate
on Earth prior to Warp Gate Technology becoming
Public Knowledge, a second Warp Gate is not built
on Earth when it is sold. There can only be one Warp
Gate on any Region at a maximum. You don’t need
to pay any Resources to use Warp Gates during your
Fleet Phase (but you must have the Technology at your
disposal). If it is not in the Public Domain, a player
must possess or license the Warp Gate Technology
in order to move ships through existing Warp Gates.
Warp Gate Technology is an orange card, meaning
you build them during Management Phase; you still
travel through them during the Fleet Phase, using
one of the Actions that includes movement. Regions
containing Warp Gates are considered adjacent to all
other Regions containing Warp Gates for movement
purposes only. Warp gates cannot be used in Trade
Routes. They are also not considered when the
Unknown Anomaly occurs and first draws in all ships
within 2 spaces, or in the resource Nebula from the
Exploration B Deck. If a Warp Gate is moved into an
Asteroid Field, it will still cost 2 movement to enter
this tile without Shield Buffers even traveling through
the Warp Gate.

Unmanned Trade Routes (Start)
Profit: 1R
Receive Profit during your
Revenue Phase if you are able
to trace any route:
1. From one side of the Earth
Region through a Colony
you control
2. Through at least 3 non-Earth Regions to
another side of the Earth region
3. Without passing through the same Region
twice, and
4. Without passing through any Regions
(besides Earth) that contain opponents’ Ships.
Receive this Profit only once each round regardless
of the number of valid Trade Routes. Colonies do not
block Trade Routes. There are diagrams and details
about Trade Routes on page 11 of the Operation
Manual. Note that opponents’ ships on Earth don’t
block trade routes. For additional details on how to
earn additional Profits for your Trade Routes, see
Tourism in this section of the Appendix above, and
the Nebula entry in C-Deck section of Appendix C:
Exploration Tiles.
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Appendix C
Exploration Tiles

Xeno-Domestication (3R)
Profit: 1R
Receive Profit during your
Revenue Phase if you control
any Colonies with the XenoDomestication icon. The Profit
does not increase regardless
of the number of applicable
Colonies. You do not get
additional Resources for having multiple Colonies
with the
icon, nor from multiple copies of the
Xeno-Domestication Technology. For example, if
you own 2 Colonies with the
icon, you do not
get 2R, you still only get 1R. Multiple copies of the
Xeno-Domestication Technology card do, however,
count towards your maximum Technology limit of 3,
and you do get Resources for each copy sold.

Earth
Earth is placed in the center of
the Galaxy Map during setup.
All explored Regions will be
discovered outward from this
point. Earth cannot be colonized
by a specific player, but gives all
players 3 Assets during Revenue.
New Customers may be picked up from
Earth at any time until the supply is exhausted. Events
such as Cataclysm (C Deck) or Earth at War! (B Deck) can
affect Earth’s resource generation. See these events for
further information.
Treasure World
Once placed on the Galaxy Map,
Treasure World acts as any
normal inhabitable planet which
generates 5 Assets. The Treasure
World will become available as
part of the Astronomic Discovery
Event included in the B Deck section of
the Exploration Deck. See Astronomic
Discovery below for further information.

A-Deck Tiles
Ancient Star Charts (Event)
Instead of continuing exploration,
Draw 2 Region cards and place
them in any valid location on the
Galaxy Map. Do not place your
Ship in the revealed regions, and do
not continue exploring afterward.
If you use Scanner Sweep to discover
this event, and you have movement
points left over, you may continue movement. If you
find this event using Advanced Sensor Relays, draw
2 new Exploration tiles to resolve the Event. If any
new Events are drawn at this time, they must also be
resolved. If you already drew another Region tile as
part of the 2 drawn from Advanced Sensor Relays, it is
discarded. If the second tile you drew from Advanced
Sensor Relays is an Event, it must still be resolved.
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Asteroid Field
After the action during which
this Region is revealed, Ships
must spend 2 movement to
enter this Region. When a
Player has access to the Shield
Buffers Technology, only 1
movement is required to enter
into an Asteroid Field. In this case,
they can be treated the same as Empty Space in
terms of movement. If you locate an Asteroid Field
using the Scanner Sweep Technology, you may move
into it for 1 movement immediately. Moving in on a
later turn will cost 2 movement.

not be colonized at the time of its discovery, Players
may form a Colony on them by moving to them on
a later turn. Inhabitable planets may include several
Technology Icons. Players owning Colonies on planets
with these icons will produce extra Revenue if they
have access to the matching Profit Technologies. The
icon refers to the Xeno-Domestication Technology,
the
icon refers to Transmutation and the
icon
refers to Terraforming. Reference these Technologies
in Appendix B: Technologies for further information.
Planets also include an Asset number at the bottom.
These Assets will produce Resources for their owners
during the Revenue phase. Planets with negative
Assets will reduce the number of Resources the player
receives during the Revenue Phase. All Colonies on
planets will score 3 points for their owners at the
end of the game, regardless of their Asset count. The
inhabitable planets available in the A-Deck are:

If you use the Hyper Drive technology, you need to
buy 2 movements to move through an Asteroid Field
(unless you have Shield Buffers at your disposal). If
a Warp Gate is moved into an Asteroid Field, it will
still cost 2 movement to enter this tile without Shield
Buffers even traveling through the Warp Gate.

• Hazardous World

/Assets: 1

• Lanthandine World

/Assets: 1

• Metal World Assets: 2

Empty Space
Empty space Regions cost 1
movement to enter, but have no
additional effect.

• Oolite World

/Assets: 1

• Plutonic World

/

• Primordial World

/

• Radioactive World
• Selenic World
• Urea World

/Assets: 0
/
/

/Assets: 0
/Assets: 0

/Assets: 0
/Assets: -1

Minor Infection (Event)
Remove one Customer on the
exploring Ship from the game
unless you are on Earth.
You may choose to continue
exploring OR move that Ship
up to 2 Regions instead. If you
drew the Minor Infection Event
using Advanced Sensor Relays, and
you decide not to continue exploring but to move 2
Regions, discard the remaining Region tile you drew.
If you drew 2 Events from Advanced Sensor Relays and
resolved the other one before Minor Infection, there
will be nothing to discard.

Gas Giant
Gas Giants are planets that cannot
support human life. Colonies
may not be formed on Gas
Giants. Orbital Platforms may
be built on Gas Giants once the
Technology becomes available.
Movement through Gas Giants
works just like any other Region tile.
Apart from being able to build Orbital Platforms
on them, Gas Giants can be treated equivalently to
Empty Space.
Inhabitable Planets
There are many differently
named inhabitable planets in
each section of the Exploration
Deck. Upon discovery, planets
may be immediately colonized
if the exploring ship is carrying
at least 1 Customer to place
onto the planet. Should a planet

Nebula
If you have a Ship in this Region
during the Research Phase, spend
2 fewer Resources to Research
and draw 2 cards from the
Technology Deck. Return 1 card
to the top of the Technology Deck
and keep the other.
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This tile is not an event. It is placed on the Galaxy
Map and will remain in play for the duration of the
game. All players may choose to take advantage of
this Nebula, regardless of who placed it.

If the current Player does win, the Treasure World
placement counts as an explored Region.
•
If using Exploration, the Ship’s exploration
ends with the placement. The exploring Ship
only moves onto Treasure World if it was
placed adjacent to the exploring Ship after the
auction.

Any time you research, including using the research
Nebula, discard and replace any Technologies
drawn which are already in the Public Domain. You
must also resolve any events drawn before making
your selection. After resolving your event, draw a
replacement card. Continue to discard duplicates
from the Public Domain and resolve events until you
have two valid Technology cards to choose from.
Technologies that are duplicates owned by yourself
or other players are not to be discarded — they are
still valid choices.

• If using Scanner Sweep, any unused movement
may still be carried out.
• If using Advanced Sensor Relays, the Treasure
World counts as one of the 2 Region tiles to
place. If it was not placed adjacent to the
exploring ship, the Player only adds 1 Region
tile next to his location and must then move
into that tile. If it was placed adjacent to the
exploring Ship, the Player places the second tile
adjacent to Treasure World and may then move
into Treasure World or the second Region tile.

Scientific Breakthrough! (Event)
Beginning with the current player,
all Players receive one free
Technology. Players draw from
the deck in clockwise order,
starting with the current Player
as stated on the tile. Normal
Research rules apply. Discard any
duplicates that are already part of the
Public Domain. Retain duplicates owned by yourself
or other players. Resolve any events as they arise,
and continue until all Players have received their free
Technology.

Derelict Alien Ship Drifts into
Sol (Event)
The Orbital Platforms Technology
becomes Public Knowledge.
Continue Exploring. Place the
Orbital Platforms Technology
card that was set aside during
Setup into the Public Domain.
Reference the Orbital Platforms entry
in Appendix B: Technologies for more information.

B-Deck Tiles

Earth at War! (Event)
Earth is Embargoed for 1 Round.
Earth produces no resources,
Technology
cannot
be
Researched, and Ships cannot
be built. Trade and Customer
evacuation continue as normal.
Continue exploration. Earth at
War lasts until the beginning of
the next Fleet Phase after it was revealed. Players
may continue to pick up new Customers from
Earth in the current Fleet phase. In the current
round’s Management Phase, players only have the
option to sell Technologies and build Warp Gates
(if this Technology is available to them). In the
current round’s Revenue Phase, do not include the
3 Resources that are normally given from Earth into
your total. If the Space Elevator token is active, it
is inactive. Earth still produces 0 Resources for all
Players during this event. All other forms of revenue
are still counted, including Trade Routes and their
associated Profit Technologies. The current round’s

Astronomic Discovery (Event)
Immediately hold an auction
beginning with the current
Player and proceeding counterclockwise. The winner may
place the Treasure World, along
with a Corporation Token, in any
valid location. If the current player
does not win, they must continue
exploring. Bidding works just like the Turn Auction
at the end of each round. Once a Player passes
on their bid, that Player is out of the auction and
may not bid again later. If the current Player does
not win the auction, the winner may only place a
Corporation Token on the planet - no customers.
The winner is also not eligible to move a Ship onto
the Treasure World out of turn. The current Player
must then continue exploring counting the placed
Treasure World as an Event.
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Inhabitable Planets
Inhabitable planets have the
same functions in all sections of
the Exploration Deck. Reference
the Inhabitable planets entry
from the A Deck above for more
information. The inhabitable
planets available in the B-Deck are:

Turn Auction Phase is unaffected by this event.
Then, in the next round’s Research phase, players
will only have the option to license Technologies
from their opponents. No new Technologies can be
Researched in this phase. At the end of this Research
Phase, the Earth at War! Event is discarded and play
resumes as normal.
If a Scientific Breakthrough! Event occurs while
under the effects of Earth at War!, players receive
their free Technology from that as normal.

• Corrosive World

/

• Crimson World

/3

• Cytherean World

Empty Space
Empty space Regions cost 1
movement to enter, but have no
additional effect.

• Fluorescent World

/0
/

/3
/

/0

• Gaian World 3
• Gaian World

/

• Super-Dense World

/3
/

/0

Nebula
During your Revenue Phase,
receive 1 additional Resource for
each ship within 1 Region of this
Nebula. This tile is not an event.
It is placed on the Galaxy Map
and will remain in play for the
duration of the game. All players
may choose to take advantage of this
Nebula, regardless of who placed it. Each individual
Ship in the nebula or adjacent to it generates 1R for
its controller in the Revenue Phase.

Fell Through a Wormhole
(Event)
Choose another Player to place
the exploring Ship in any
Region of their choice. Do not
continue exploring. This Event
requires you to choose another
player, not yourself. When moving,
if Customers are placed in a situation
where they would no longer be legal, they are
removed from the game.

Warp Gates are not relevant when determining
distance from the Nebula; spaces with Warp Gates
are only considered adjacent during movement in the
Fleet Phase.

If this event was revealed by using the Advanced
Sensor Relays Technology, discard any unplayed
Event or Region tiles after resolving this event.
If this event was revealed by using the Scanner
Sweep Technology, you may still use any remaining
movement.

QR Code (Event)
This is a dynamic event that is
updated monthly on the Internet.
You may scan the Event tile
using your mobile device, or visit
the address printed below it to
find the Event details. If Internet
access is not available, discard this
tile and draw a replacement.

Gas Giant
Gas Giants have the same functions
in all sections of the Exploration
Deck. Reference the Gas Giant
entry from the A Deck above
for more information.
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value should be sold to Earth. This Event will most
likely break monopolies on powerful Technologies
like Hostile Takeover, Warp Gates, or Hyper Drive. The
sold cards will no longer count for scoring at the end
of the game.

Scientific Breakthrough!
(Event)
Beginning with the current
player, all Players receive one
free Technology. This Event is
exactly the same as the one in the
A-Deck. Reference the Scientific
Breakthrough! entry from the A
Deck above for more information.

Empty Space
Empty space Regions cost 1
movement to enter, but have no
additional effect.

C-Deck Tiles
Barren World (Uninhabitable)
Barren World tiles have the exact
same properties as Gas Giants.
Reference the Gas Giant entry
from the A Deck above for more
information.

Gas Giant
Gas Giants have the same functions
in all sections of the Exploration
Deck. Reference the Gas Giant
entry from the A Deck above for
more information.

Cataclysm (Event)
When the Cataclysm is drawn, it
is treated like any other event.
The tile is placed over top of the
Earth tile on the Galaxy map.
The Space Elevator token can be
discarded at this time; it no longer
has any effect. If a Warp Gate was
on Earth, it remains on top of the
Cataclysm tile; it is still functional. Your exploration
does not end when drawing the Cataclysm. If
available, draw and place a new Region tile after
the Cataclysm. From the time that Cataclysm is
revealed until the end of the game, Earth produces
no Resources and any Profit Technologies involving
Trade Routes no longer produce any Resources in
the Revenue Phase. These Technologies will still
score points for you at the end of the game if they
are in your possession. New customers may be
picked up from the Cataclysm tile for the remainder
of the game until there are no more available.
Colonies and Orbital Platforms may not be built on
the Cataclysm – it still counts as Earth…or what’s left
of it.

Inhabitable Planets
Inhabitable planets have the same
functions in all sections of the
Exploration Deck. Reference the
Inhabitable planets entry from the
A Deck above for more information.
The inhabitable planets available in
the C-Deck are:
• Acid World
• Idyllic World 7
• Noble World
• Organic World

/4
/

/4

• Paradise! 10
• Rainbow World

/4

• Shattered World -3
Micro-Organism Attack (Event)
Destroy the exploring Ship. Select
one other player who must choose
one of their Ships to be destroyed.
Do not continue Exploring. If
the current player had drawn
additional tiles during exploration
(due to Advanced Sensor Relays
for example), any un-played tiles are
discarded after resolving this attack. It is possible to
lose valuable planets such as Paradise! or Idyllic World
from the game due to this Event. Destroyed Ships are

Data Leak (Event)
The Technology with the highest
resale value currently in play
must be sold to Earth. It becomes
Public Knowledge. Continue
exploring. In the event of a tie,
all technologies of the highest
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Unknown Anomaly
When revealed, all Ships within
2 Regions are moved to this
Region. Remove from the game
all Customers on Ships in this
space or entering this space in
the future. Receive 2 Resources for
each Customer removed this way.
This tile is not an event. It is placed
on the Galaxy Map and will remain in play for the
duration of the game. All players are subject to
the effects of the Unknown Anomaly, regardless
of who placed it. Each player receives resources
from their own lost Customers. Warp Gates are
not relevant when determining distance from
the Unknown Anomaly; spaces with Warp Gates
are only considered adjacent during movement
in the Fleet Phase. The Unknown Anomaly only
pulls ships toward it during its initial placement.
Players can move around the Unknown Anomaly
freely without losing Customers. Teleporters
cannot be used to drop off Customers on the way
to Unknown Anomaly when the Event is originally
being resolved. If a Player enters into the Unknown
Anomaly on a future turn, all Customers on that
Ship are discarded in exchange for 2R each. Losing
Customers into the Unknown Anomaly does not
count as dropping off Customers and the Ship’s
movement may continue once the Customers are
discarded.

returned to the Player’s dashboard, and may be
rebuilt in a future Management Phase. The cost to
build a ship is based on how many ships you have on
the Galaxy Map, not which numbered ship you are
building. So, there is no particular reason to remove
a lower numbered Ship over a larger numbered
Ship. There are no Technologies that offer any kind
of protection from the Micro-Organism Attack.
Nebula
If a valid Trade Route includes
this Region, receive 2 Resources
during your Revenue Phase. This
tile is not an event. It is placed
on the Galaxy Map and will
remain in play for the duration of
the game. All players may choose
to take advantage of this Nebula,
regardless of who placed it.
Rules for Trade Routes are described on page 11
of the Operation Manual. The effect of this trade
Nebula stacks up with the Profit Technologies
“Unmanned Trade Routes” and “Tourism”. Meeting
the requirements of all 3 will result in 5R during the
Revenue Phase. Depending on the placement of
this Nebula, it may be difficult to have a valid Trade
Route without also having access to the Blockade
Runner Technology. Be sure to check potential Trade
Routes for opponents’ Ships when determining the
validity of your Trade Route if this Technology is not
at your disposal. The effect of this Nebula is voided
when the Cataclysm Event is drawn.
Occupational Safety Lawsuit
(Event)
All
Players
with
4
Ships
immediately lose half of their
current Resources. This Event only
affects Players who have all four
of their ships built and placed on
the Galaxy Map. When calculating
lost Resources, only include Resource
Tokens that are currently available in the Players’
treasuries. Do not take into account total values of
Colonial Assets, Profit Technologies or Technology
resale values. If there is an odd number of Resources
in a Player’s treasure, always round up, as with any
rounding situation in Disaster Looms!
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QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR STANDARD GAMEPLAY
Research
Research only 1 Technology per round
License Technologies from other players at half the value, rounded up
Renew Licenses or face the consequences. Excess Customers are jettisoned
from ships and executed on colonies - remove them from the game rather than
return them to Earth.

Fleet
Perform only 1 Action with each ship in play
Actions cannot be combined or played together
Events resolve before exploration/action continues
If a ship is destroyed, its action resolves but exploration/movement ends.

Management
Sell Technologies to the Public Domain at face value.
Build ships.
Build Warp Gates once the Technology is available.

Revenue
Assets from Earth (3 or 4) and Colonies
Profits from Technologies
- Unmanned Trade Routes = 1
- Tourism = +2 to Trade Route
- Xeno-domestication = 1
- Transmutation = 2
- Terraforming = 3
- Genetic Engineering = +1 per Colony
Additional Resources from Events or Special Regions

Check for End Game: Cataclysm or Total Evacuation?
Turn Auction
Bid for 1st Player Token
Starts with current 1st player and moves Counter-Clockwise.

